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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

NORTH AMERICAN RESCUE NOW OFFERING PAXLIGHT LED FIELD
MEDICAL LIGHTS
Greer, SC (August 5, 2013) – North American Rescue® LLC (NAR) announced today that they have
expanded their product offerings to include the innovative, energy efficient LED field medical light from
Jameson LLC, the PAXLight®.
The PAXLight is a compact, lightweight, surgical quality medical lighting system featuring the rugged
engineering required for field hospitals. The LED technology offers intense light five times brighter
(13,000 lux) than traditional halogen field lights, is energy efficient with an exceptionally long life and
remains cool to the touch, projecting no heat on patients. Additionally, the patented 3-pod head eliminates
shadow interference common with single point light sources and includes adjustable color settings for
cool or warm white lighting options.
“We are pleased to be the exclusive distributor of the PAXLight to the Military,” stated Brent Bronson,
Director of Product Management. “Field hospitals require sufficient lighting for the lifesaving procedures
being performed and we are excited about the significant advantages that the PAXLight solutions offer in
illumination, energy savings, portability and extended product life.”
The PAXLight comes packed in a wheeled, rugged transport case with molded interior foam for protection
and portability. Additional available accessories include an optional wheeled base for the light (Item# 600045), battery base (Item# 60-0043), deluxe battery base (Item# 60-0044, NSN# 6530-01-588-8955) and
sterile EZ Light Handle replacements (Pack of 10 Item# 60-0046).
The PAXLight (Item# 60-0042, NSN# 6530-01-549-1089) and available battery options, stands and
mount accessories are available for purchase from North American Rescue and can be ordered through
the www.narescue.com website or by calling their customer service department.
Jameson LLC is located in Clover, South Carolina and manufactures expeditionary lighting systems for
tactical and medical shelters. Their diverse product line includes Fluorescent and LED Lighting.
Jameson’s LED lighting systems combine energy efficiency with an exceptionally long life. For more
information visit www.JamesonLLC.com or call (803) 222-6400.
North American Rescue LLC, based in Greer, South Carolina, has proudly enjoyed the honor of serving
their country, community, and customers for over a decade. NAR is leading the way in decreasing
preventable deaths by providing innovative casualty care solutions to our uniformed soldiers, first
responders, health care professionals, and security forces both at home, and abroad in foreign combat
zones. For more information on North American Rescue and products visit www.NARescue.com or call
(864) 675-9800.
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